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Netoshen - Frai'ease Research

A News Drone hovers over the city, its camera peering down toward a road bisected by two tall
structures, a group of vehicles moves down this road until they disappear into a tunnel. The drone begins
to move in further before its feed starts to turn into static, prompting its controller to pull the drone back
until the video clears up. The drone then moves toward the entrance to the road itself, were a group of
construction workers are seen carrying on their duties.

Then the drone moves back and an inset picture of a reporter appears. “For several years now,” the
reporter started as the drone begins to orbit around the area. “Residents living in the souther side of the
capital have noticed an increased amount of traffic going into and out of this tunnel,” the camera briefs
pans toward the tunnel in construction - a place that was devoid of any lights. “Residents have been
wondering what is going on, speculation abounds that the government is building something in secret
while others speculate that there is a military facility being built.”

“Earlier this season, government officials reported that what was being built is actually a new reactor to
help power the city and its defences. This has merit since some of the flatbed vehicles seen do have
reactor modules on them. However, could there be more to this story? Attempts to reach officials have
been meet with silence or promises for calls backs which have not been returned. The citizen oversite
committee was contacted to look into the matter, but reports indicate that they only have jurisdiction
over the government and trade families and anything listed as being a military project are classified.
Which leads many to wonder if this is actually a military project.”
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